
A one day workshop with Russell Targ

Russell Targ

Because of the intimate nature of this

  event, we are only accepting  

   40 participants per one-day workshop

    Workshop’s Time/Space
       Coorordinates
 
Time  November 21and 22

  (Choose one day)

Space  Quality Hotel, Toronto

  Bloor/Yonge St.

Cost  $149/early bird

  $199/after October 1st.

All seats by reservation only - tickets  

not available at door.

Call Paul at 519-449-2444 to 

reserve your place

Payment by cheque, 
visa, mastercard, amex

To Vision Quest Inc.
RR#3, Burford, ON, N0E 1A0

REmOTE VIEWINg refers to the 
gathering of information about a distant 
or unseen target using paranormal means 
or extra-sensory perception. Typically a 
remote viewer gives information about an 
object that is hidden from physical view 
and separated at some distance. The term 
was introduced by parapsychologists 
Russell Targ and Harold Puthoff in 1974.

Remote viewing was popularized in the 
1990s, following the declassification of 
documents related to the Stargate Proj-
ect, a 20 million dollar research program 
sponsored by the U.S. Federal Govern-
ment to determine any potential military 
application of psychic phenomena.

         - will describe the very best evidence for extrasensory perception,  
    precognition, intuitive diagnosis and distant healing including remote 
data and slides from the SRI program.

will explain many of these applications - from psychic spying to  • 
successful forecasting of the silver commodity market. 

will discuss how to recognize the actual psychic signal, and sepa-• 
rate it from mental noise of memory, imagination, and analysis - 
and why should we bother with ESP. 

will conclude with how this expanded awareness can lead to the  • 
discovery of who you really are.

  Participants of this workshop will have hands-on lessons in remote 
     viewing with Russell Targ, just as he gave at the Standford 
       Research Institute.

In this workshop, Russell Targ, co-founder of the 
previously SECRET psychic research program:
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Russell Targ is a physicist and author who was a pioneer in the development of the 
laser and laser applications, and was co-founder of the Stanford Research Institute’s 
investigation into psychic abilities in the 1970’s and 1980’s for the CIA. This previously 
classified work, in what is now widely known as remote viewing, was published in Nature, 
The Proceedings of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the 
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He is  
co-author of eight books dealing with the scientific investigation of psychic abilitiies, 
Buddhism, and a recent autobiography. He currently pursues ESP research in Palo Alto, 
California, and is also publishing special editions of classic books in psychical research.

Remote Viewing 
and Transformation 
of Consciousness


